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ABSTRACT
During development signaling pathways coordinate cell fates and regulate the choice between cell
survival or programmed cell death. The well-conserved Wingless/Wnt pathway is required for many
developmental decisions in all animals. One transducer of the Wingless/Wnt signal is Armadillo/b-catenin.
Drosophila Armadillo not only transduces Wingless signal, but also acts in cell-cell adhesion via its role
in the epithelial adherens junction. While many components of both the Wingless/Wnt signaling pathway
and adherens junctions are known, both processes are complex, suggesting that unknown components
influence signaling and junctions. We carried out a genetic modifier screen to identify some of these
components by screening for mutations that can suppress the armadillo mutant phenotype. We identified
12 regions of the genome that have this property. From these regions and from additional candidate
genes tested we identified four genes that suppress arm: dTCF, puckered, head involution defective (hid), and
Dpresenilin. We further investigated the interaction with hid, a known regulator of programmed cell death.
Our data suggest that Wg signaling modulates Hid activity and that Hid regulates programmed cell death
in a dose-sensitive fashion.
THE development of a fertilized egg into a multicel- tite transcription factor that turns on Wg/Wnt-respon-sive genes.lular organism requires coordination of many pro-
The components of the Wg pathway are encoded bycesses. Each cell must choose the proper cell fate and
a subset of the segment polarity genes, mutations thatmust also assume its place as part of an organized tissue.
affect cell fate in the embryonic epidermis. In normalIn addition, apoptosis (programmed cell death; PCD)
fly embryos, anterior cells of each segment secrete denti-plays an important role in shaping an organism by elimi-
cles, while posterior cells secrete naked cuticle. Wg sig-nating unneeded cells. One conserved pathway that di-
nal directs cells to choose posterior fates and thus se-rects cell fate decisions in many animals is the Wingless
crete naked cuticle. In an embryo mutant for wg or(Wg)/Wnt signal transduction pathway (proteins listed
other positively acting components of the Wg pathway,as X/Y represent nomenclature in Drosophila/mam-
cell fates are altered such that all surviving cells secretemals). Loss-of-function mutations in this pathway are
denticles. It is important to note, however, that in a wglethal, while inappropriate activation can be oncogenic.
mutant many epidermal cells fail to survive to secreteWg/Wnt signals are transduced by homologous compo-
cuticle, instead undergoing PCD. Embryos mutant fornents in Drosophila, Xenopus, and mammals (reviewed
genes in either the Wg or the Hedgehog pathways havein Polakis 1999). During normal development, most
elevated levels of epidermal PCD (Martinez Ariascells do not receive Wg/Wnt signals. In these cells the
1985; Klingensmith et al. 1989; Pazdera et al. 1998).pathway is kept off through the actions of several pro-
Arm’s role in Wg signaling is not its only function.teins, including Zestewhite3/GSK3b, the tumor-sup-
The earliest requirement for Arm is in cell adhesionpressor adenomatous polyposis coli, and axin, which
(Cox et al. 1996). Arm/bcat is an essential componentwork in conjunction to target Armadillo (Arm)/b-caten-
of epithelial cell-cell adherens junctions (reviewed inin (bcat) for degradation via the proteasome. Arm/bcat
Provost and Rimm 1999). The core components of thisis thus the pivotal component in the pathway. When
junction are classic cadherins, transmembrane proteinsWg/Wnt is absent, cytoplasmic levels of Arm/bcat are
that mediate homotypic adhesion between neighboringvery low. However, Wg/Wnt signal relieves the destruc-
cells. Arm/bcat binds to the cadherin cytoplasmic tail.tion of Arm/bcat. Arm/bcat accumulates, translocates
a-Catenin then binds to Arm/bcat, linking the actininto the nucleus, and binds dTCF/TCF, forming a bipar-
cytoskeleton to adherens junctions. In Drosophila, Arm
helps assemble adherens junctions very early during
embryogenesis. This is initiated by maternal Arm, which
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does not form proper adherens junctions, and cells of suppressed arm’s segment polarity phenotype (Cox et
al. 1996).the cellularized blastoderm cannot form epithelia (Cox
We used the sensitized background of a zygotic arm mu-et al. 1996). In addition to the essential role that Arm/
tant to carry out a modifier screen, looking for changesbcat and adherens junctions play in embryogenesis, loss-
in the segment polarity phenotype. We screenedof-function mutations in the cadherin-catenin system
through deficiencies covering .80% of the second,contribute to tumorigenicity, as tumor cells must alter
third, and fourth chromosomes, searching for regionstheir adhesive properties to metastasize.
of the genome containing a gene or genes that, whenWhile the roles of Arm/bcat in Wg/Wnt signaling
heterozygous deficient, suppress the cuticle phenotypeand adherens junctions have become clearer, many
of arm. We found 12 such regions and identified fourquestions remain concerning both processes. In addi-
genes with this property. One interactor is the PCD-tion, biochemical approaches identified many other
promoting gene head involution defective (hid). Our dataproteins that bind bcat, perhaps implicating it in other
suggest that Hid acts as a dose-sensitive regulator of PCDfunctions: for example, Arm/bcat binds the epidermal
in the ventral epidermis of segment polarity mutants.growth factor (EGF) receptor at the cell surface
(Hoschuetzky et al. 1994), the actin-binding protein
fascin in the cortex (Tao et al. 1996), Presenilin pro-
MATERIALS AND METHODSteins, presumably in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
(Zhou et al. 1997; Yu et al. 1998), and the transcription Fly stocks: References for mutants used were the following:
armXP33, armXM19, and zw3 m1-1armXM19 (Cox et al. 1996; Peifer etfactor Teashirt (Gallet et al. 1998). One strategy to
al. 1994); hid05014 (Grether et al. 1995); hidWR1X1 (Abbott andidentify novel proteins involved in cell adhesion and
Lengyel 1991); Df(3)H99 (White et al. 1994); wg IG22 (Nüss-Wg signaling and simultaneously to search for biological lein-Volhard and Wieschaus 1980); UAS-p35 (Hay et al.
functions of the interaction of Arm with other partners 1994); other mutations, http://flybase.bio.indiana.edu/. The
is to look for mutations that interact genetically with arm. deficiency kits were from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock
Center, the P-lethals from Bloomington or the Berkeley Dro-In designing such a genetic screen, we took advantage
sophila Genome Project (BDGP), and the Dpresenilin allelesof Arm’s dual roles in signaling and adhesion. It has
from D. Curtis.
been suggested that cells may use this coupling, allowing Cuticle preparations and counting: Cuticle preparations
one process to regulate the other via competition for a were as in Wieschaus and Nüsslein-Volhard (1986). Care
was taken to be consistent in cuticle preparations, as differ-limited pool of Arm. Although in wild-type Drosophila
ences in baking and pressing alter cuticle appearance. If theembryos more than enough Arm is synthesized to fulfill
first cross suggested an interaction, the cross was repeated.its roles in both signaling and adhesion, one can manip- Each candidate interacting region was tested in two or more
ulate the pool of Arm to make signaling and adhesion separate crosses, with $200 cuticles scored per cross. Percent-
competitive. For example, if one expresses excess cad- age of suppression equaled the number of cuticles in the least
severe classes divided by the total number of cuticles scored.herin, it titrates out all the Arm, leaving none available
Terminal transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL),for Wg signaling and resulting in a segment polarity
phalloidin and antibody staining: TUNEL was done using re-phenotype (Sanson et al. 1996). We utilized this balance agents from Boehringer Mannheim (Indianapolis). Embryos
between Arm assembled into adherens junctions and were dechorionated in 50% bleach, fixed in 1:1 4% formalde-
that remaining for Wg signaling to create a sensitized hyde:heptane for 30 min, hand devitellinized, rinsed once in
TdT reaction buffer (2.5 mm CoCl2, 13 transferase buffer),genetic background. We reduced the amount of avail-
and reacted in TdT reaction mix (50 units terminal trans-able Arm until adhesion and Wg signaling became com-
ferase, 2:1 10 mm final concentration of dUTP:dUTP-biotinpetitive by using a zygotic arm mutant that retains wild- in reaction buffer) for 3 hr at 378. After washing three times
type maternal Arm, sufficing for Arm’s role in adherens for 10 min in PBS 1 0.1% Triton X-100 (PBT), the end-
junctions (Cox et al. 1996). With most wild-type mater- labeling was first amplified using the Vectastain kit (Vector
Labs, Burlingame, CA) as recommended by the manufacturer,nal Arm assembled in adherens junctions, the embryo
amplified with Cy3tyramide (New England Nuclear, Boston),drops below the critical threshold of Arm necessary for
and washed three times for 10 min in PBT. BODIPY, phalloidin
Wg signaling, resulting in segment polarity defects. Such (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was added during the avidin-
an embryo is very sensitive to slight changes in arm dose; biotin reaction of the first amplification. Antiphosphotyrosine
labeling was as in Cox et al. (1996).for example, doubling the maternal Arm substantially
Phosphohistone H3 staining: The 2- to 7-hr-old embryossuppresses the segment polarity phenotype (Wieschaus
were dechorionated in 50% bleach, fixed in 1:1 5% formalde-and Noell 1986). Thus this represents a sensitized back- hyde:heptane for 20 min, blocked (50 mm Tris pH 7.4, 150
ground well suited for a modifier screen. Mutations mm NaCl, 0.5% NP-40, 5 mg/ml BSA) at 48 for 2 hr and
in genes that affect adherens junction assembly, which stained overnight at 48 with 1:1000 antiphosphohistone H3
(Upstate Biotechnology, Lake Placid, NY) and 1:500 anti-b-galnegatively regulate Wg signaling or encode other pro-
(Boehringer Mannheim, Indianapolis). Secondary antibodiesteins that bind the limited supply of maternal Arm,
were from Molecular Probes. Pictures of the ventral epidermiscould all potentially suppress the segment polarity phe- and dorsal germband were taken, mitotic figures (stained for
notype of arm. We previously demonstrated the feasibil- phosphohistone H3) counted, and means and standard devia-
tions calculated.ity of this idea, showing that reduction in DE-cadherin
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in genetic screens modifiers are also found that operate
by unexpected mechanisms.
The feasibility of this hypothesis was supported by two
observations. We previously found that heterozygosity
for a chromosomal deficiency removing DE-cadherin,
Df(3R)E2, suppresses the embryonic phenotype of
armXP33—the cuticle is longer, the dorsal closure defect
is substantially reduced, and denticle diversity is partially
restored (Figure 1, B vs. C; Cox et al. 1996). We presume
that reducing the gene dose of DE-cadherin by half
creates an embryo with fewer Arm/Cadherin com-
plexes. Although this has no apparent effect on cell-cell
adhesion, wild-type maternal Arm is freed up to function
in Wg signaling, leading to a suppressed phenotype. A
similar suppression of arm was seen by removing the
zygotic contribution of one of Arm’s negative regulators,
Zw3 (Figure 1, D vs. E; we tested this on armXM19, a less
severe allele).
A modifier screen for Arm interactors: These exam-
ples demonstrated that a 50% reduction in the dose of
certain genes suppresses arm. We thus screened for dose-
sensitive modifiers. Rather than examining single genes
one by one by mutagenesis, we evaluated large regions
of the genome simultaneously by making animals het-
erozygous for chromosomal deficiencies that remove
many genes. We obtained the “deficiency kits” for three
of the four chromosomes from the Bloomington Dro-Figure 1.—Reducing dosage of DE-cadherin or Zw3 sup-
sophila Stock Center. These kits are designed to deletepresses arm’s embryonic phenotype. (A) Wild-type cuticle. The
cuticle is closed dorsally and the ventral surface has alternating as much of the chromosome as possible using the fewest
belts of denticles and naked cuticle. (B) armXP33/Y. armXP33 stocks; 70–80% of the euchromatin was covered by this
mutant cuticles are shorter than wild type, with a lawn of collection of Deficiencies when we obtained them. Weventral denticles, no naked cuticle, and incomplete dorsal
extended our analysis by obtaining additional Deficien-closure. (C) armXP33/Y; Df(3) E2/1. When the dose of DE-
cies that either covered regions not covered in the kitcadherin is reduced by half, the arm phenotype is suppressed.
The cuticle is longer, the lawn of denticles is less dense, and or overlapped interacting Deficiencies. We estimate we
the dorsal closure defect is rescued. (D) armXM19/Y, a somewhat covered .80% of the autosomes. We have not examined
weaker allele. (E) armXM19 zw3M1-1/Y. When zygotic zw3 is re- the X chromosome thus far, as arm is on the X and themoved (leaving only maternal zw3), the phenotype of armXM19
screen would require recombination of arm onto eachis suppressed.
deficiency. To carry out the screen, we crossed virgin
armXP33 females to males heterozygous for each Defi-
ciency and prepared cuticles from the dead embryonicRESULTS
progeny (Figure 2A). One-quarter of the progeny are
Strategy for the screen for modifiers: armXP33 encodes armXP33/Y (since arm is X-linked), and these die due
a carboxy-terminally truncated Arm protein that cannot to loss of arm function. Half of these embryos will be
function in Wg signaling and has almost no function hemizygous for genes deleted by the deficiency and
in adherens junctions (Cox et al. 1996). In an armXP33 could potentially have a modified segment polarity phe-
zygotic mutant, maternal wild-type Arm provides suffi- notype.
cient function for adherens junctions. However, as To determine if there was an interaction, we grouped
nearly all maternal Arm is recruited into junctions (Cox cuticles into phenotypic classes. armXP33 mutants exhibit
et al. 1996), little Arm remains to transduce Wg signal, a segment polarity phenotype, with all surviving cells
resulting in a strong segment polarity phenotype (Fig- adopting anterior fates and secreting denticles. How-
ure 1, A vs. B). We reasoned that if one elevated the ever, armXP33 mutants show a range of severities; the
level or function of the limiting pool of maternal Arm, phenotypes vary about a mean (Figure 2B). In embryos
this should suppress the defect in Wg signaling. We with the most severe phenotype (like that of the zygotic
hypothesized that this could occur by freeing maternal null), the cuticle is much shorter than the wild type and
Arm from junctions, reducing the effectiveness of nega- is open dorsally. In less severe embryos, dorsal closure is
tive regulation of Arm’s role in Wg signaling or by reduc- partially complete, and the embryonic cuticle is longer.
Most mutant embryos fall into these classes. At a verying the level of a distinct Arm-binding protein. Of course
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Figure 2.—Modifier screen strategy. (A) Cross scheme. armXP33/FM7 virgin females were crossed to males carrying a single
deficiency on chromosome 2, 3, or 4. One-quarter of the progeny are armXP33/Y and die with a segment polarity phenotype. Half
of these are heterozygous for the deficiency. Cuticles were prepared from dead embryonic progeny of each cross. If there is an
interaction, these cuticles show suppression of arm. (B) The armXP33 cuticle phenotype varies about a mean (black bars). Removing
one copy of DE-cadherin shifts the distribution, greatly increasing the fraction with the least severe phenotypes (light bars). Our
scoring scheme for phenotypic severity was based on cuticle size, strength of the segment polarity phenotype, and degree of
dorsal closure. We counted $200 embryos per cross. Percentage of suppression 5 the number of progeny in the least severe
classes (left of the dashed line) divided by the total number of progeny scored.
low frequency (0.5%), armXP33/Y cuticles have the least regions interacted. In all cases the suppression was quali-
tatively similar; embryos in the least severe class showedsevere phenotype: these are nearly wild type in length,
have greater denticle diversity, and are dorsally closed an increase in cuticle length, improvement in dorsal
closure, and an increase in denticle diversity. The frac-(they retain an anterior hole). If one does a similar
analysis of armXP33/Y; Df-DE-cadherin/1 embryos, as an tion of cuticles in the least severe phenotypic class
ranged from 3 to 40% (each number is an average ofexample of suppression, one finds that the phenotypic
distribution is strongly shifted toward the less severe two to three independent crosses; Tables 1 and 2). We
retested each interacting stock—all reliably interactedend (Figure 2B)—in this example, 33% of the cuticles
fall in the least severe classes (embryos to the left of the although in some cases the percentage of suppression
varied. Of the 32 stocks that interacted, we arbitrarilydotted line in Figure 2B). On the basis of this, we fo-
cused on the frequency of embryos in the least severe made a cutoff between “weak” and “strong” interactions
at the level of 6% of the embryos in the least severeclasses. To score whether a Deficiency suppressed the
armXP33 phenotype, we prepared cuticles from the dead phenotypic classes. Eighteen Deficiencies were thus clas-
sified as weak interactors, with 3–5.9% of the cuticlesembryos, scored their phenotypes, and calculated the
percentage of cuticles in the least severe classes; if this in the least severe category (Table 1; appendixes a and
b). Although this degree of suppression was reproduc-was at least six times the frequency in the control (i.e.,
$3%), we scored this as an interaction. ible, there were enough regions that suppressed armXP33
more robustly that weakly interacting regions were notBy these criteria, 32 deficiencies interacted with
armXP33 (Table 1); a representative suppressed cuticle investigated further. We noted in passing that six stocks
had hemizygous dominant cuticle phenotypes otheris shown in Figure 3B. Tables 1 and 2, Figure 4, and
appendixes a and b summarize the screen, showing than effects on segment polarity (Table 2B); one was
also one of the strong interactors.which regions were covered by deficiencies and which
TABLE 1
Summary of the Deficiency screen by chromosome
(0–2.9%) (3–5.9%) (.6%)
No. of
Chromosome stocks/chrom. No interaction Weak interaction Strong interaction
2 67 47 12 8
3 64 53 6 5
4 3 2 0 1
Total 134 102 18 14
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ment polarity defects. The wild-type maternal contribu-
tion of Arm appears to completely provide adherens
junction function, so reducing levels of components
required for adherens junction function by 50% appar-
ently does not affect epithelial integrity in armXP33 mu-
tants. In fact, when Müller and Wieschaus examined
embryos homozygous for large deficiencies, they found
no regions that were zygotically essential for adherens
junction assembly and few that had a strong effect on
junction function (Müller and Wieschaus 1996). We
realized in retrospect that the severity of the armXP33
segment polarity phenotype made it unlikely one could
reliably recognize an enhancer of this defect.
One possible confounding factor was that mutations
on the Balancer chromosomes with which the Defi-
ciency chromosomes were heterozygous could have
been the true cause of the phenotypic suppression. We
think this is quite unlikely, as only a small number of
Balancer chromosomes were used and none showed a
consistent effect on the arm phenotype. A second poten-
tial problem is that second site mutations on the Defi-
ciency chromosomes could in principle be responsible
for certain observed interactions. This is highly unlikely
for the seven strongly interacting regions that are de-
fined by either two or more interacting Deficiencies orFigure 3.—Suppression by Deficiencies from the screen
and Dpresenilin. (A) armXP33/Y. (B) armXP33/Y; Df(2R)PC4/1. by a Deficiency and an identified gene (Figure 4). For
Example of the suppression observed in the screen. (C) the other five strongly interacting regions, some may be
armXP33/Y; Dpresenilin10/1. Heterozygosity for Dpresenilin sig- due to linked mutations outside the Deficiency interval,nificantly suppressed the armXP33 phenotype. (D) Putative
although given the overall frequency at which interac-armXP33/Y; Dpresenilin10/Df(3L)ri-79c embryo. A slightly more
tions were detected, we think this is unlikely to be therobust suppression was seen in progeny of flies heterozygous
for Dpresenilin10 crossed to flies heterozygous for Df(3L)ri-79c. case for all.
(E) armYD35/Y. The zygotic null allele. (F) armYD35/Y; Dpreseni- Finding interactors by testing candidate genes: Our
lin10/1. Heterozygosity for Dpresenilin also suppressed armYD35. first approach to identify the gene(s) within each Defi-
ciency responsible for the interaction was to test candi-
date genes in each region. We considered as candidateFourteen deficiency stocks were “strong” interactors;
genes those with a mutant phenotype indicating an ef-with 6–40% of the cuticles in the least severe classes
fect on cell fate choice in the ventral epidermis, genes(Tables 1 and 2; Figure 4). Two of these deficiencies,
known to act in Wg signaling, and genes known to affectDf(3L)W10 and Df(3L)Cat, overlap, suggesting that the
cell-cell junctions or the actin cytoskeleton. We identi-gene responsible for that interaction lay in the overlap-
fied one interactor by this candidate gene approachping region (75B8;C1-2) and reducing the number of
and ruled out many other candidates by two methods:interacting genomic regions to 13. While two other in-
testing complementation between a candidate and theteracting deficiencies, Df(2L)spd and Df(2L)TE29,
interacting deficiency and checking directly whethershould not quite overlap based on their reported cytol-
the candidate could suppress arm.ogy, they fail to complement one another, strongly sug-
We tested four candidate genes that are part of thegesting that they do in fact overlap, reducing the num-
Wg signal transduction pathway or that affect segmentber of interacting regions to 12. We analyzed other
polarity: dTCF, cubitis interruptis, naked, and wg. Remov-deficiencies in the regions of the strongly interacting
ing one copy of the fourth chromosome gave a veryDeficiencies, allowing us in most cases to further pin-
strong interaction. In examining candidates on thepoint the interacting region (see appendixes a and b
fourth chromosome, we found that mutations in thefor details). In four cases, smaller interacting Deficienc-
gene encoding the DNA-binding protein dTCF, whichies were identified. In nine cases, overlap of the original
is required for Wg signaling, suppress armXP33. This wasdeficiency with other Deficiencies that either interacted
a surprise and revealed a previously unexpected roleor did not interact allowed us to further define the
for dTCF as a repressor as well as an activator of Wg-interacting region.
responsive genes (Cavallo et al. 1998). However, whileNone of the deficiencies tested resulted in any obvious
null alleles of dTCF interact strongly, they do not sup-enhancement of the armXP33 phenotype, either produc-
ing defects in epithelial integrity or enhancing the seg- press armXP33 to the same degree as removing the entire
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TABLE 2
Deficiencies that had a strong interaction with armXP33
A. Original interacting deficiency Smallest region % Supp. Gene
Df(2L)sc19-5/SM6b, Cy[1] Roi[1]; Dp(2;1)B19, 25C8-9;25D2-4 7.9
Df(1)y-ac, sc[1] pn[1], ed[1] dp[o2] cl[1]
Df(2L)spd, al[1] dp[ov1]/CyO 28B3-4;28C 6.0
In(1)w[m4h], y[1]; Df(2L) TE29Aa-11/CyO 28E4-7;29B2-C1 7.0
Df(2L)TW137, cn[1] bw[1]/CyO, Dp(2;2) M(2) m[1] 36CD1-E1; 36E1-E2 6.6
Df(2R)ST1, pr[1] cn[*]/CyO 42B3-5;42E 6.0
Df(2R)PC4/CyO 55C;55F 9.5
Df(2R)017/SM1 56F5;56F15 11.0
Df(3L)W10, ru[1] h[1] Sb[sbd-2]/TM6b 75A6-7;75C1-2 14.0 hid
Df(3L)Cat, ri[*] e[*]/TM6 75B8;75F1 9.8 hid
Df(3L)Pc-MK/TM3, Sb[1] Ser[1] 78A2-78C9 7.0
Df(3R)Scr, p[p] e[s]/TM3 84A1-2;84B1-2 9.3
Df(3R)p712, red[1] e[1]/TM3 84D3-5;84F1-2 10.0 puc
Df(3R)D1-BX12, ss[1] e[4] ro[1]/TM6B 91F5;92D3-6 6.0
C(4)RM, ci[1] ey[R] 101F1;102B 37.0 dTCF
B. Hemizygous dominant phenotype
Df(3L)31A/Dp(3;3)C126, st[1] cp[1] in[1] ri[1] p[1] 78A;78E, 78D;79B
Dp(3;1)2-2, w[1118]/?;Df(3R)2-2/TM3 81F;82F10-11;3D
Df(3R)p712, red[1] e[1]/TM3 84D4-6;85B6, puc
25D;085B6
Df(3R)P14, sr[1]/T(2;3)ap[Xa] 90C2-D1;91A1-2
Df(3R)23D1, ry[506]/TM3 Sb[1]/mus309[Horka] e[1] 93F-94F1-6
Df(3R)awd-KRB, ca[1]/TM3, y[1] Sb[1] e[1] Ser[1] 100C;100D
A: Column 1, the original interacting Deficiencies from the Deficiency kits; column 2, the smallest interacting
region, derived from comparing interacting and noninteracting Deficiencies (see appendixes a and b for
details); column 3, the percent of individuals in the weakest phenotypic classes; column 4, identified interacting
genes. B: Six Deficiencies were associated with partially penetrant dominant phenotypes. One also was a
suppressor.
fourth chromosome. Thus, there may be a second sup- this suppressor by testing a null allele for interaction
(Cavallo et al. 1998). naked is a known negative regula-pressor on the fourth chromosome. cubitis interruptis, a
gene involved in hedgehog signaling, was ruled out as tor of Wg signaling and maps near Df(3L)Cat. However,
Figure 4.—Schematic summary of the screen. We estimate that $80% of the euchromatin of chromosomes 2, 3, and 4 were
covered. Regions covered are represented by the black portions of the chromosomes; white portions are regions for which we
were unable to find deficiencies. Black boxes below chromosomes represent regions containing putative suppressor(s) defined
by the overlap between two or more deficiencies, or where an interacting gene was defined. White boxes represent regions
defined by a single interacting Deficiency (see appendix for details).
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it complemented this Deficiency and was thus ruled out. interact with mammalian b-catenin but for which the
function of this interaction is not known. This was Dro-Two deficiencies, Df(2L)TE29 and Df(2L)spd, are in the
vicinity of wg. While wg is a positively acting component sophila presenilin, homolog of the mammalian presenilin
family of transmembrane proteins (reviewed in Haassof the pathway, our experience with dTCF made us
cautious in ruling it out without a test. We found that: and De Strooper 1999). Mammalian Presenilins bind
mammalian b-catenin (Zhou et al. 1997; Murayama et(1) wg complements Df(2L)TE29 and (2) a wg null does
not suppress arm. This ruled wg out, although DWnt4, al. 1998; Yu et al. 1998; Levesque et al. 1999). Further,
misexpression and other experiments suggest that mam-which maps near wg (Graba et al. 1995), remains a
candidate. Finally, we tested alleles of two segment po- malian Presenilins may regulate Wnt signaling (Mura-
yama et al. 1998; Zhang et al. 1998; Kang et al. 1999;larity genes that fell outside regions included in the
Deficiencies in the kit: hedgehog and teashirt, which en- Nishimura et al. 1999a). In contrast to the other candi-
dates tested, D. presenilin showed a very strong interac-codes a transcription factor that physically and function-
ally interacts with Arm (Gallet et al. 1998). Neither tion. Heterozygosity for D-presenilin strongly suppressed
armXP33 (14.6% with weakest phenotypes; Figure 3, A vs.suppressed armXP33.
We also tested several genes with roles in cell-cell C) and also suppressed the zygotic null arm allele, armYD35
(Figure 3, E vs. F). A surprise from these results wasadhesion or cytoskeletal function. One was DE-cadherin
(shotgun), which we already knew could suppress arm. that although Dpresenilin was removed by two of the
Deficiencies tested, Df(3L)ri-79c and Df(3L)rdgC-co2, nei-Df(2)017 was suggested by its cytology to remove DE-
cadherin, but both an allele of DE-cadherin and the small ther showed a significant interaction (percentage of
suppressions 5 1.8 and 1.5%, respectively). This sug-deficiency Df(2)E2 that removes DE-cadherin (Uemura
et al. 1996) complement Df(2)017. Thus this interaction gests that some interactions are sensitive to genetic back-
ground, and thus not all potential haplo-insufficientis due to a different gene. Three other genes that regu-
late the cytoskeleton, enabled (ena; Gertler et al. 1995), interactors were identified in our screen.
P-element lethals that interacted: Our second ap-quail (Mahajan-Miklos and Cooley 1994), and scraps
(Schupbach and Wieschaus 1989), map to regions proach to identifying genes responsible for an interac-
tion was to use the collection of P-element-induced le-covered by interacting Deficiencies (56B5, 36C2-11, and
43E7, respectively). ena is an actin cytoskeleton regula- thal mutations (hereafter called P-lethals) characterized
by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project. These le-tor, quail encodes a vinculin-like protein thought to
associate with actin, and scraps is required for the cy- thals are caused by P-element transposon insertions and
are thus molecularly tagged, facilitating cloning. Thetoskeletal events of cellularization. ena was included in
interacting deficiency Df(2R)PC4 by complementation available P-lethals are estimated to hit z25% of essential
genes (Spradling et al. 1999). One caveat to using these(we did not test quail and scraps by complementation).
However, when we tested alleles of all three genes, none mutations to uncover a dose-sensitive suppressor is that
there is no guarantee that the P-lethal will be a nullsuppressed armXP33. 18-wheeler, a putative cell-adhesion
molecule (Eldon et al. 1994) that maps in or near allele, as is a Deficiency. P-transposons tend to insert
either in the 59 untranslated region or in introns, thusDf(2R)017, also did not suppress armXP33.
As a partial test of the effectiveness and completeness creating mutations that often are not null in phenotype
and thus do not, when heterozygous, reduce gene func-of the screen, we also tested a series of additional candi-
date genes, some of which fell outside Deficiencies in tion by 50%.
We obtained the P-lethals available from the Bloom-the kit and others of which were probably included in
these Deficiencies but which we expected might physi- ington Stock Center (81 stocks) and the Kiss collection
(73 stocks) in each of the interacting regions and testedcally or functionally interact with Arm. The vast majority
did not show an interaction. We tested a variety of genes their ability to suppress armXP33. A list of the P-lethal
stocks tested is in a data supplement at http://www.encoding components of other signal transduction
pathways that pattern the dorsal or ventral epidermis: genetics.org/cgi/content/full/155/4/1725/DC1. Of
the P-lethals tested, we found two that suppressed(1) the Hedgehog pathway, hedgehogAc; (2) the Dpp path-
way, decapentaplegic e87 and screwI1; (3) the EGF receptor armXP33. One of these, l(3)A251.1, mapped to region 84E.
By examination of its homozygous phenotype and subse-(EGFR) and other receptor tyrosine kinase pathways,
spitz2A14, vein147-2, argos257, EgfrC18, ras85De1B, rolledC18, yanXE-12, quent complementation tests, we learned that this is
an allele of puckered (Martin-Blanco et al. 1998). Aand torso1; and (4) the Jun N-terminal kinase pathway,
basket and Djun1. Of these, only spitz2A14 interacted, and detailed examination of the biology underlying this in-
teraction is presented in McEwen et al. (2000).even in this case, only 3.8% fell into the weakest pheno-
typic categories, just above our cutoff for a weak interac- The apoptosis-promoting gene head involution defec-
tive is a dose-sensitive suppressor of arm: The secondtion. We also tested five genes affecting the cytoskeleton
or cuticle integrity: krotzkopf verkehrt1, myoblast cityC1, P-lethal that interacted with arm was l(3)05014, which
maps to 75C1-2 and gave as strong a suppression asshroud1, steamer duck3R-17, and scraps8. None interacted.
Finally, we tested one candidate among proteins that either of the interacting deficiencies in this region.
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Abrams 1999). This work was initiated by a screen for
genomic regions required for PCD (White et al. 1994).
When chromosomal region 75C1-2 is deleted, in em-
bryos homozygous for the small deficiency Df(3)H99,
essentially all PCD in the embryo is eliminated (White
et al. 1994). Subsequent analysis revealed that this chro-
mosomal region contains three genes involved in PCD:
hid, reaper, and grim (reviewed in Abrams 1999). Ectopic
expression of any of these will trigger PCD. However,
loss-of-function mutations are only available for hid. In
hid mutants, a subset of the cells that normally undergo
PCD do not do so (Grether et al. 1995), resulting in
defects in head development. In embryos homozygous
for Df(3L)H99, which thus lack hid, reaper, and grim, all
PCD is abolished (White et al. 1994); these embryos
have slightly stronger defects in head development (Fig-
ure 5C).
hid plays an important role in PCD. Ectopic expres-
sion of hid is sufficient to induce PCD in the eye, and
this is completely suppressed by the baculovirus caspase
inhibitor p35, suggesting hid acts upstream of caspases
(Grether et al. 1995). hid has no clear homologs in
other organisms; however, Hid overexpression triggers
PCD in mammalian cells. Hid, Reaper, and Grim all
share a short region of weak sequence similarity near
their N termini. In Hid, this region is required for initiat-
ing cell death in mammalian tissue culture, while Hid’s
C terminus is required for localization to mitochondria,
an organelle involved in PCD (Haining et al. 1999).
Recent work supports the idea that Hid functions by
blocking interaction between Inhibitor-of-apoptosis
(IAP) family caspase inhibitors and caspases (Vucic et
al. 1998; Wang et al. 1999).
Heterozygosity for hid05014 suppresses armXP33 (Figure
5, D vs. E), as well as the zygotic null allele armYD35 (data
not shown). Heterozygosity for an X-ray-induced loss-
of-function allele, hidWR1X1, causes the same degree of
Figure 5.—Decreasing cell death suppresses arm. Wild type suppression, further supporting the idea that hid is the
(A), hid05014 homozygotes (B), and Df(3L)H99 homozygotes (C) gene responsible for the interaction. In addition, we
have very similar cuticle phenotypes. hid05014 and Df(3L)H99
generated revertants of the P element in hid05014 by mobi-homozygotes have head defects, but their segment polarity is
lizing the P element and screening for viable stocks thatnormal. (D) armXP33/Y (E) armXP33/Y; hid05014/1. Removing one
copy of hid suppresses armXP33. (F) armXP33/Y; armGAL4/UAS- lost the genetic marker carried by the P element. These
p35. Expression of the baculovirus antiapoptotic protein p35 revertant chromosomes fail to suppress armXP33 (data not
in an armXP33 mutant background also suppresses arm. shown). Further reducing hid levels by making embryos
homozygous for hid05014 does not increase the degree of
suppression of armXP33. Likewise, either heterozygosity
l(3)05014 is an allele of head involution defective (Grether or homozygosity for the small deficiency Df(3L)H99,
et al. 1995). This allele is likely to be a null, as the which removes hid, grim, and reaper, suppresses armXP33
P-element is inserted early in the protein-coding region. to the same degree as removal of one copy of hid.
Null mutations in hid are embryonic lethal with defects The suppression by hid can be mimicked by blocking
in head involution during embryonic development PCD: PCD is elevated in segment polarity mutants (Mar-
(Abbott and Lengyel 1991; Figure 5, A vs. B), al- tinez Arias 1985; Klingensmith et al. 1989; Pazdera
though occasional escapers survive to adulthood. More et al. 1998). The dramatically shortened cuticle secreted
recently, it was revealed that hid mutations affect pro- by an arm mutant is presumably caused, at least in part,
grammed cell death. by loss of ventral epidermal cells via PCD. The suppres-
The machinery that triggers PCD in Drosophila has sion of armXP33 by hid05014 could thus be due to Hid’s role
in PCD; alternately, it could be due to an unknownbeen the subject of intense investigation (reviewed in
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function of Hid. To test if the arm suppression results than does a wgIG22 single mutant (Figure 6A). To confirm
this, we labeled embryos with phalloidin to visualizefrom an effect on PCD, we reduced embryonic PCD by
expressing the baculovirus antiapoptotic protein p35, the filamentous actin in denticles and with TUNEL to
identify embryos with cells undergoing PCD. Embryoswhich acts as a caspase inhibitor; p35 suppresses the
PCD triggered by hid overexpression in the fly eye homozygous for Df(3L)H99 do not label with TUNEL,
as they have no PCD, allowing us to unambiguously(Grether et al. 1995). We found that armXP33 mutant
embryos in which we ubiquitously expressed p35 using identify double mutants. The results matched the cuticle
data: wgIG22 mutants showed the characteristic lawn ofthe GAL4-UAS system (Brand and Perrimon 1993)
had a suppressed phenotype (Figure 5, F vs. D). The denticles (Figure 6F), while wgIG22; Df(3L)H99 double
mutants (embryos without cells undergoing PCD assuppression by p35 was similar in degree to that re-
sulting from hid heterozygosity (Figure 5E). This sug- measured by TUNEL) had many more much smaller
denticles (Figure 6E). In the course of this analysis, wegests that decreased PCD in the embryo can suppress
arm and supported the idea that the interaction between also observed that Df(3L)H99 mutants have significantly
more epidermal tissue in the head (as was previouslyhid and arm was due to hid’s role in PCD.
hid suppresses wg in a highly dose-sensitive fashion: observed by Grether et al. 1995) and in the lateral
epidermis (Figure 6, J vs. K), consistent with the ideaWe next tested whether the effect was arm specific or
whether reduction in PCD would suppress the pheno- that wild-type embryos reduce the number of epidermal
cells via PCD. We also examined whether reduction intype caused by other reductions in Wg signaling. To do
so, we examined whether reduction in PCD suppressed PCD suppressed a weaker wg heteroallelic combination,
wgPE4/Df(2)DE. We saw no noticeable suppression of thea null allele of wg, wgIG22. wgIG22 mutant cuticles have a
lawn of uniform, large denticles covering the ventral segment polarity phenotype and no noticeable increase
in denticle number caused by either heterozygosity orepidermis (Nüsslein-Volhard and Wieschaus 1980;
Figure 6A), and they are much smaller than wild type, homozygosity for Df(3L)H99 (data not shown). This may
not be surprising as this weaker wg phenotype likelybut unlike arm mutant cuticles they are usually closed
dorsally. We tested whether heterozygosity or homozy- primarily reflects changes in cell fate without significant
ectopic cell death, as the cuticle is nearly wild type ingosity for either hid or for Df(3L)H99 suppressed wgIG22.
hid modified wgIG22 in a dose-sensitive fashion, but length.
Blocking cell death in wgIG22 increases cell numberthe nature of the phenotypic modification was different
from that seen with arm. There was not any pronounced but decreases cell size: The novel phenotype of wgIG22;
Df(3L)H99 double mutants could have several causes.improvement in the wg segment polarity defect; in wgIG22;
hid05014 (Figure 6B) or wgIG22; Df(3L)H99 (Figure 6C) dou- Extra denticles could result if individual cells secreted
more denticles; alternately, they could result from anble mutants, all cells still secrete a uniform lawn of
denticles, and the cuticle of the wgIG22; Df(3L)H99 double increased number of cells. To distinguish these possibili-
ties, we examined the cell morphology of wild type,mutant remains much smaller than that secreted by a
wild-type embryo, contrasting with the increase in cuti- wgIG22, and wgIG22; Df(3L)H99 double-mutant embryos,
using antibodies to phosphotyrosine to outline ventralcle size in arm; Df(3L)H99 double mutants. However,
we found a striking effect of hid dose on the number epidermal cells and to label developing denticles. In
wild-type embryos (Figure 6G), ventral epidermal cellsand size of the denticles on the ventral epidermis. The
number of denticles is more than doubled in wgIG22; form a reiterated pattern of denticle-secreting cells,
which are very narrow in the anterior/posterior (A/P)Df(3L)H99 compared to wgIG22 alone, and the denticles
secreted by the double mutant are much smaller than axis, and naked cuticle-secreting cells, which are much
less narrow. There are, on average, 12 rows of cells perthose in the wg null (Figure 6, A vs. B and C; the change
in denticle size may be less meaningful, as denticle size segment. In contrast, in wg mutants there are only 8
rows of cells per segment (Figure 6H; the segmentis also somewhat reduced in Df(3L)H99 homozygotes
that are wild type for arm and wg ; Figure 5C). boundary was determined by comparison of the denticle
pattern in cuticles to the phosphotyrosine pattern). InwgIG22 is less sensitive to reduction in hid dose than
arm, and thus the effect on wgIG22 is additive. Removal the wgIG22; Df(3L)H99 double mutant, cell number is
greatly increased relative to the wgIG22 single mutant.of one copy of hid in a wgIG22 background has only a
subtle effect on cuticle pattern (data not shown), while The double mutant has 12 to 14 rows of cells (Figure
6I), equaling or exceeding the number of cell rows inremoval of both copies of hid has a stronger effect (Fig-
ure 6, B vs. A). Removing one copy of the region covered the wild type. Thus eliminating PCD in a wgIG22 mutant
embryo increases cell number, as expected.by Df(3L)H99 has a greater effect than removing both
copies of hid (data not shown), suggesting that removing Blocking cell death in a wgIG22 mutant also had a sec-
ond, unexpected consequence—cell size was signifi-all three cell death genes results in a more pronounced
interaction. The effect on cuticle pattern is thus most cantly decreased. As mentioned above, in wild-type em-
bryos anterior denticle-secreting cells are narrowed inpronounced in wgIG22; Df(3L)H99 double mutants (Fig-
ure 6C), which have many more, much smaller denticles the A/P axis, while posterior naked cuticle-secreting
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Figure 6.—Reducing PCD suppresses wg in a dose-sensitive fashion. (A–C) Cuticle preps. (D–F) Embryos labeled with phalloidin,
which recognizes f-actin and thus highlights denticles. These embryos were also labeled via TUNEL (data not shown) to confirm
their genotypes. (A, F) wg null mutants completely lack segment polarity and have only large, thick denticles. (B) wgIG22; hid0501.
(C, E) wgIG22; Df(3L)H99. (D) Wild type. In the double mutants, denticle number greatly increases. (G–K) Embryos stained with
antiphosphotyrosine antibody to outline cells. (G) Wild type, showing reiterated groups of narrow cells, which will secrete
denticles, and less narrow cells, which will secrete naked cuticle. There are 12 rows of cells per segment. (H) wg single mutants
have fewer, larger cells. All cells are cuboidal, and there are about 8 rows of cells per segment. (I) wg; Df(3L)H99 double mutants
have many more ventral epidermal cells than wg single mutants—there are 12 to 14 rows of cells per segment. Cells in the double
mutant are much smaller. ( J) Lateral view of a wild-type embryo during germband retraction. (K) Df(3L)H99 at the same stage,
revealing an increased number of cells compared to wild type. Excess cells form a lateral fold and ectopic folds near the maxillary
and labial segments and toward the posterior. (L) Wild-type cuticle. (M) armXP33. (N) armXP33; UAS-dsh/VP16::armGAL4. Expressing
high levels of dsh in armXP33 results in an increase in denticle number and reduction in denticle size, similar to that in wg;
Df(3L)H99 double mutants.
cells are not. In contrast, in a wg mutant all cells are a good explanation for the qualitative difference in the
effect of hid on the arm and wgIG22 phenotypes. We ob-both uniformly cuboidal (Figure 6H) and significantly
larger than denticle-producing cells of a wild-type em- served one other situation where manipulating Wg sig-
naling resulted in an increased number of smaller denti-bryo. This increase in size likely reflects an increase in
cell volume, because in optical cross sections wgIG22 and cles. Overexpression of dsh using the GAL4-UAS system
in an armXP33 mutant gives rise to a cuticle with manywild-type cells were the same height (data not shown).
In contrast, cells of wgIG22; Df(3L)H99 double mutants very small denticles, but with the length of an armXP33
single mutant (Figure 6, M vs. N). Dsh is a positiveare much smaller than those in wg single mutants (Fig-
ure 6I). Ventral cells of double mutants do resemble effector of Wg signaling mapping upstream of Arm in
the Wg pathway; we imagine that Dsh overexpressionwgIG22 single mutants in several ways; most cells are cuboi-
dal, the cells create a pattern of block-like pseudoseg- slightly augments the residual Wg signaling in an arm
zygotic mutant.ments (though with more rows of cells than in wg single
mutants), and all cells secrete denticles. We do not have Our comparison of wgIG22 and wgIG22; hid suggests that
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analyzed embryos at a time (stage 12) when cells of
the ventral epidermis normally complete their 16th cell
cycle, to see if wgIG22 mutants fail to undergo this last cell
division. BrdU labeling indicated that ventral epidermal
cells replicate during S phase 16 in wgIG22 mutants (data
not shown). In addition, mitotic figures are as readily
apparent in the ventral epidermis of stage 12 wgIG22 mu-
tant embryos as they are in wild type (Figure 7, A and
B). Thus, lack of Wg activity does not cause inappropri-
ate cell cycle arrest. To compare the mitotic index be-
tween wild type and wgIG22, we counted the total number
of phosphohistone H3 positive nuclei of the ventral
surface of individual embryos (arrow in Figure 7, C and
D). There was no significant difference between the
average number of mitotic cells in wild-type (175 6
75.7; n 5 7) vs. wgIG22 mutant (232 6 44.2; n 5 9)
embryos. The variance in the absolute numbers of mi-
totic cells from embryo to embryo can be attributed to
at least two factors: First, the precise age of each embryoFigure 7.—wg mutants enter mitosis 16 in the ventral epi-
dermis. Ventral views of representative wgIG22 (B, D) and phe- scored differs slightly, as stage 12 spans z2.5 hr of devel-
notypically wild-type sibling (A, C) embryos stained with anti- opment at 258, and second, there is some cell cycle
phosphohistone H3 antibodies. The magnification in C and D
asynchrony among individual cells of a particular epi-is twice that of A and B. Arrows in C and D indicate condensed
dermal region that enter mitosis “together” (i.e., mitoticchromosomes of cells that were counted. Only mitotic figures
in the epidermis were included in the counts; out of focus domains). We conclude that wgIG22 mutant embryos com-
staining (e.g., arrowhead) is from mitotic cells in the underly- plete the normal number of cell divisions in the ventral
ing central nervous system. Embryos were from a wgIG22/CyO epidermis, supporting the idea that the reduction in
ftz-lacZ stock, allowing unambiguous identification of wg mu-
cell number in this region of late stage wgIG22 embryostants by lack of b-galactosidase expression. wg mutants were
is primarily a consequence of elevated levels of PCD.also apparent due to defects in the normal segmental pattern
of S phase and mitosis.
DISCUSSION
Drosophila Arm and its human homolog bcat arean increase in PCD contributes to the reduced number
of ventral epidermal cells in wg, consistent with previous multifunctional proteins that play roles in cell-cell ad-
herens junctions and in the transduction of Wg/Wntobservations (Pazdera et al. 1998). This might also ex-
plain the increased cell size in wg mutants, as epidermal signals. In both roles, Arm/bcat acts as a scaffold upon
which a multiprotein complex is assembled. In additioncells have been observed engulfing dying neighbors
(Pazdera et al. 1998), thus potentially increasing their to these well-documented roles, Arm/bcat associates
with other proteins, such as the EGF receptor (Hos-size. However, since Wnts are mitogens in certain cell
types (e.g., Dickinson et al. 1994; Neumann and Cohen chuetzky et al. 1994), fascin (Tao et al. 1996), and
Presenilin 1 (Zhou et al. 1997). The biochemical func-1996), we also considered an alternate explanation that
could explain both reduction in cell number and in- tion of these complexes is unknown.
We desire to learn more about the known roles ofcrease in cell size in wgIG22 mutants: a failure to complete
the normal program of cell division. Since no growth Arm in adherens junctions and in Wg signaling and also
to begin to learn what Arm might do with its otheroccurs within the embryo, as cells divide they are re-
duced in size, and thus if wgIG22 mutant cells failed to partners. Genetics offers the opportunity to look for
proteins that are functionally linked with Arm withoutcomplete one round of mitosis, they would be twice as
large. assumptions as to their identity or biochemical role. Our
initial goal in the screen was to identify novel proteinsWe thus assessed the pattern of cell division in wgIG22.
Ventral epidermal cells divide three times after the blas- essential for adherens junction assembly or structure.
However, as in all genetic screens, we had cast our nettoderm stage and arrest in G1 of the 17th embryonic
cell cycle (Edgar and O’Farrell 1989). Cell divisions much wider. In the four cases where we proceeded from
Deficiency to single gene, none encode new junctionalcan be visualized by pulse labeling with BrdU to detect
replicating nuclei or with an antibody that specifically proteins and each reveals a separate aspect of Arm biol-
ogy. The fourth chromosome interactor dTCF revealedrecognizes a phosphoisoform of histone H3 that only
occurs during mitosis (Figure 7; Su et al. 1998). Con- a previously unexpected role for a known component
of the Wg pathway, providing evidence that dTCF notdensed mitotic chromosomes can be easily identified in
fixed tissues with this antibody (Figure 7, C and D). We only activates Wg responsive genes but also, in the ab-
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sence of Arm, represses them (Cavallo et al. 1998). domain of DE-cadherin, which they previously found
could sequester Arm and thus block its signaling activityCharacterization of the interactor in 84E, Puckered,
revealed a novel role for a known protein and led to (Sanson et al. 1996). In parallel they overexpressed Arm
in the same place. Each caused a reproducible wingdata suggesting that the JNK and Arm pathways act in
parallel both in dorsal closure and in ventral patterning phenotype, which appears to reflect reduction and ele-
vation of Wg signaling, respectively. They then screened(McEwen et al. 2000). The interaction with Dpresenilin
suggests that the biochemical interaction observed in for modifiers of these phenotypes using, as we did, the
Deficiency kit. Many of the deficiencies tested thus over-mammalian cells has impact on Arm function in vivo.
The fourth interactor, Hid, demonstrated that altering lapped (though not all, as we did not test the X chromo-
some and they did not test the fourth chromosome).a downstream consequence of the loss of Wg signaling,
programmed cell death, could suppress arm and, as is We compared the spectrum of modifying Deficiencies
obtained in our screen with the 59 interacting Deficien-discussed below, suggested that Wg may act as a survival
factor by modulating Hid activity. cies identified in their screen. The Deficiencies identi-
fied were quite different, likely reflecting the distinctWe were initially concerned about the amount of
labor required to screen for suppressors reducing the methods used to examine interaction and the different
tissues involved. These differences illustrate the benefitseverity of an embryonic lethal phenotype without re-
storing viability (we expected that suppression to viabil- of taking a variety of genetic approaches to modifier
screens and emphasize that no one screen will identifyity was unlikely). In retrospect, the screen, while labor
intensive, was quite straightforward and could be ap- all or even most potential interactors. Most interacting
Deficiencies identified in their screen did not interactplied to other embryonic lethal genes with a clear cuticle
phenotype (arm’s position on the X chromosome eased in our screen; for 39 of their interacting deficiencies,
the percentage of suppression in our screen was ,3%.the effort). Use of the Deficiency kit reduced the num-
ber of stocks screened, although having completed the Eight of their interacting Deficiencies were weak inter-
actors in our screen [Df(2L)sc19-8, Df(2L)prd1.7, Df(2L)screen we now believe one could carry out such a screen
using individual mutagenized lines. Others also recently J32, Df(2L)H20, Df(3L)vin5, Df(3L)ZN47, Df(3R)crb87-5,
and Df(3R)Hu]. Four interacting Deficiencies from theirscreened for suppressors or enhancers of embryonic
lethal phenotypes, suggesting that this approach may screen, Df(3L)Spd, Df(3L)Cat, Df(3R)D1-BX12, and Df(3R)
p712, were strong interactors in our screen. Within twobe widely applicable (Raftery et al. 1995; Hudson et
al. 1998; A. Bejsovec, personal communication). of these latter regions we identified interactors: hid from
Df(3L)Cat and puc from Df(3R)p712.Our screen had several limitations that affected the
spectrum of genes identified. First, for a gene to be Even in cases where the two screens identified the
same Deficiency, it is not clear that the same gene isidentified, it had to affect the arm phenotype in a dose-
sensitive way. Second, the effect on arm had to be consis- responsible. First, in several cases different subsets of
overlapping Deficiencies interacted in the two screens.tent and substantial. Our arbitrary cutoff for degree
of interaction likely eliminated genes in the desired Second, Greaves et al. (1999) identified interacting
genes in many of their Deficiencies. In four cases, wecategories in which mutations did not sufficiently sup-
press arm. For example, loss-of-function mutations of also examined those candidates. Two were identified as
interactors in our screen as well (DE-cadherin and zw3,Drosophila abelson or Deficiencies that remove it sup-
press arm, but not to a sufficient degree to be scored used in our reconstruction experiments). In contrast,
one of their interactors, wg, did not interact in ourpositive in our screen (Loureiro and Peifer 1998).
Third, due to the allele of arm we chose, we could not screen, even though a Deficiency that removes it,
Df(3L)Spd, did interact. Likewise, components of thereliably score enhancement of the segment polarity phe-
notype, and likewise, potentially due to high levels of EGFR pathway interacted in their tests but not ours.
Finally, in our hands naked complements Df(3L)Cat, thusmaternal Arm, we did not detect any interactor that
produced defects in epithelial integrity. Fourth, since ruling it out as our interactor in that region; in this
region we identified hid as the interactor.many P-element alleles are not null, our ability to move
from Deficiency to single gene using these mutations Hid activity, PCD, and the segment polarity pheno-
type: It has been known for more than a decade thatwas consequently limited. Finally, genetic background
may obscure some interactions—for example, we saw a PCD plays an important role in the segment polarity
phenotype resulting from inactivation of either theclear genetic interaction with two alleles of Dpresenilin
but saw no significant interaction with two Deficiencies Hedgehog or Wg pathways (Martinez-Arias 1985;
Klingensmith et al. 1989). Recently, Minden and col-that remove it.
During preparation of this manuscript, an article ap- leagues carried out a detailed analysis of this process,
quantitating cell death in wg, arm, gooseberry, and naked.peared describing a different strategy for identifying
genetic interactors with arm, which provides an interest- They found that the elevation in cell death affected
particular cells (Pazdera et al. 1998). Since the firsting comparison. Greaves et al. (1999) expressed in the
posterior compartment of the wing the intracellular reports of cell death in segment polarity mutants, the
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machinery that drives PCD in embryos has begun to be stage at which this disruption occurs. In the wg null,
Wg signaling is totally eliminated from the beginningidentified. Homozygosity for the small chromosomal
Deficiency, Df(3L)H99, blocks essentially all PCD of development. In contrast, perdurance of maternal
Arm substantially rescues early defects in Wg signaling(White et al. 1994). Within this interval, three genes
play roles in PCD: grim, reaper, and hid (reviewed in in arm zygotic nulls (Klingensmith et al. 1989). arm
mutants remain more normal in morphology than wgAbrams 1999). Ectopic expression of any of these can
trigger PCD, but loss-of-function mutations are only mutants through the onset of germband retraction and
retain remnant denticle diversity. Thus when one elimi-available for hid.
Given the role of PCD in the segment polarity pheno- nates PCD in an arm mutant a more normal pattern is
restored. The difference in amount and timing of Wgtype, it is perhaps not surprising that elimination of
PCD would alter it. Several aspects of the effect of PCD signaling in the two backgrounds may also explain why
arm mutants are affected by smaller alterations in Hidreduction were unexpected, however. First, and most
striking, the phenotypes of arm and wg mutants were level. The remaining Wg signaling in an arm zygotic
mutant may promote cell survival to some extent, mean-very sensitive to relatively small changes in the dose of
hid and the other cell-death promoters. For example, ing that a smaller reduction in Hid activity prevents
ectopic PCD.while heterozygosity for hid has no known effects on
normal development, it strongly suppresses arm. Further We were also surprised that reduction in cell death
alleviated arm’s dorsal closure defect. We previously sus-reductions in the levels of hid or the other cell-death
regulators had no additional effect on arm, suggesting pected that this defect was due solely to Arm’s role
as a catenin. However, recent data suggest that dorsalthat reducing the Hid dose by half eliminated the rele-
vant ectopic PCD that occurs in an arm mutant. The wg closure is promoted by Wg signaling (McEwen et al.
2000). We now suspect that defects in Wg signaling andphenotype was also suppressed in a highly dose-sensitive
fashion, but in a different dosage range. A 50% reduc- catenin function combine to block dorsal closure in arm
mutants. Restoring either rescues the arm dorsal closuretion of hid caused slight but detectable effects, a 50%
reduction in all three death promoters caused greater defect. However, blocking PCD alone should not restore
Wg signaling or catenin function. Perhaps the excesssuppression, while homozygosity for the deletion remov-
ing all three genes resulted in the strongest wg suppres- cell death in the head region or in the amnioserosa of
an arm mutant contribute to its dorsal closure defect.sion.
Recent observations regarding the role of Hid in PCD Presenilins and Arm function: While evaluating the
effectiveness of our screen, we tested a variety of candi-in the eye may explain this. Signaling through the ras/
mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway pro- date genes, including some that mapped within nonin-
teracting Deficiencies. Heterozygosity for one of these,motes cell survival by antagonizing Hid (Bergmann et
al. 1998; Kurada and White 1998). These authors sug- Dpresenilin, strongly suppressed arm. Presenilins form a
family of multipass transmembrane proteins that weregested that Hid serves as a rheostat, with its levels de-
termining the probability of PCD. They further suggest first identified because missense mutations in two hu-
man Presenilins cause early onset familial Alzheimerthat Hid activity has to exceed a threshold to trigger
PCD; the accumulation of hid mRNA in cells that are disease (FAD; reviewed in Haass and De Strooper
1999; Nishimura et al. 1999b). The cell biological func-not programmed to die is consistent with this (Grether
et al. 1995). Our observations further support this tion of Presenilins and how dysfunction contributes to
disease remain controversial. Genetic data in Caenorhab-model. Wg signaling may normally antagonize Hid, po-
tentially by regulating its expression. In embryos where ditis elegans and Drosophila implicate Presenilins in the
function of Notch proteins, most likely via effects onWg signaling is attenuated, elevated Hid activity may
trigger PCD when it rises above a critical threshold. A protein processing. Likewise, human Presenilin muta-
tions affect proteolytic processing of the plaque proteinthreshold model could explain why the segment polarity
phenotype is so sensitive to the dose of Hid and its Ab; this may lead to pathology (reviewed in Haass and
De Stropper 1999). Recently, it was found that bothpartners.
Another surprise was the qualitative difference in the bcat and other Arm repeat proteins such as d-catenin
associate with Presenilins in vivo. The function of thiseffect of cell death reduction on wg and arm mutants.
While the resulting cell number was likely increased in interaction remains confusing. Zhang et al. (1998) re-
ported that wild-type Presenilin stabilizes bcat and thatboth double-mutant genotypes in the arm; hid double
mutant, the reduction in PCD restored an almost wild- this is abrogated by missense mutations found in FAD
patients, and Nishimura et al. (1999a) reported thattype-length cuticle, while in the wg; hid double mutant,
the increase in cell number was not reflected in an presenilin missense mutant cells from FAD patients have
less nuclear bcat. These data support a role for Preseni-increase in cuticle length. The reason for this remains
mysterious. One possible explanation for this discrep- lins as positive regulators of Wnt signaling via Arm/
bcat. In contrast, both Muryama et al. (1998) and Kangancy is the difference in the degree to which Wg signal
is compromised in the two situations and the embryonic et al. (1999) report that overexpression of wild-type Pre-
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Gertler, F. B., A. R. Comer, J. Juang, S. M. Ahern, M. J. Clark etsenilin destabilizes bcat; Kang et al. further show that
al., 1995 enabled, a dosage-sensitive suppressor of mutations in
bcat is stabilized in both Presenilin1 null fibroblasts or the Drosophila Abl tyrosine kinase, encodes an Abl substrate with
SH3 domain-binding properties. Genes Dev. 9: 521–533.if FAD mutants of Presenilin1 are overexpressed, while
Graba, Y., K. Gieseler, D. Aragnol, P. Laurenti, M. C. Mariol etMuryama et al. demonstrate that a Wnt-responsive pro-
al., 1995 DWnt-4, a novel Drosophila Wnt gene acts downstream
moter is downregulated by Presenilin overexpression. of homeotic complex genes in the visceral mesoderm. Develop-
ment 121: 209–218.These data support a conclusion opposite from that
Greaves, S., B. Sanson, P. White and J.-P. Vincent, 1999 A screenabove, in which wild-type Presenilins negatively regulate
for genes interacting with Armadillo, the Drosophila homolog
Wnt signaling. Finally, Georgakopoulos et al. (1999) of b-catenin. Genetics 153: 1753–1766.
Grether, M. E., J. M. Abrams, J. Agapite, K. White and H. Steller,suggest that the presenilin-bcat complex includes cad-
1995 The head involution defective gene of Drosophila melanogasterherins, in contravention of most other data. Our genetic
functions in programmed cell death. Genes Dev. 9: 1694–1708.
data are most consistent with a model in which Preseni- Haass, C., and B. De Strooper, 1999 The presenilins in Alzheimer’s
disease—proteolysis holds the key. Science 286: 916–919.lins negatively regulate Wg signaling (Figure 3) either
Haining, W. N., C. Carboy-Newcomb, C. L. Wei and H. Steller,directly or indirectly by binding Arm/bcat or by influ-
1999 The proapoptotic function of Drosophila Hid is conserved
encing adherens junction assembly. Clearly much work in mammalian cells. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 96: 4936–4941.
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APPENDIX A
Refining strongly interacting regions
Interacting deficiencies Original region Defining regions Interaction
Df(2L)sc19-5; Dp(2;1)B19 25A4-5;25D5-7 Strong
Df(2L)sc19-8; Dp(2;1)B19 24C2-8;25C8-9 1Weak
Df(2L)cl-h3 25D2-4;26B2-5 1Weak
Df(2L)tkv2 25D2-4;25D6-E1 —
a Df(2L)spd 27D-E;28C Strong
Df(2L)J136-H52 27C2-9;28B3-4 —
a Df(2L) TE29Aa-11 28E4-7;29B2-C1 Strong
Df(2L)TW137; Dp(2;2) M(2) m[1] 36C2-4;37B9-C1 Strong
Df(2L)H20 36A8-9;36E1-E2 1Weak







Df(2R)017 56F5;56F15; 1 In56D-E;58E-F Strong
Df(2R)AA21 56F9-17;57D11-12 —
b Df(3L)W10 75A6-7;75C1-2 75B8;75F1 Strong
b Df(3L)Cat 75B8;75F1 75A6-7;75C1-2 Strong
Df(3L)Pc-MK 78A2;78C1-5 Strong
Df(3L)Pc 78C1-5;78C9-D3 —
c Df(3R)Scr 84A1-2;84B1-2 Strong
Df(3R)WIN11 83E1-2;84A4-5 1Weak
Df(3R)CA3 84F2;85A5-7 1Weak









a These two deficiencies fail to complement.
b Narrowed each other.
c Interaction most likely more distal than original breakpoints.
APPENDIX B
Weakly interacting regions
Weak Interactors Breakpoints % supp.
Df(2L)a1 21B8-C1;21C8-D1 4.8
Df(2L)JS32 23C3-5;23D1-2 3.8













Df(3R)Hu 86A6-B1;86B3-6 1 4.2
84D4-5;84F1-2
Df(3R)crb87-5 95F7;96A17-18 3.6
Df(3R)B81 99C8;100F5 3.5
